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Polish The X Files
The Nautilus Foundation is the only one officially
registered in the National Court Register and subject
to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education (!) an
NGO whose aim is to establish the truth about UFOs,
alien civilizations, and inquire into the meaning of life
and God. For many years people forming FN have
traveled all over the world, collecting relationships and
evidence that the reality we are observing is only the
"tip of the iceberg".

Robert Bernatowicz is a journalist who for a quarter of
the century has an unusual passion - he studies
phenomena that commonly arouse a smile of pity and
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sad head nodding with disapproval, i.e. "unexplained
phenomena".
Is there life after death? Why are some people
beautiful, healthy and rich whereas others are poor,
ugly and sick? Does  God exist? If he does, why can he
be so unfair in distributing happiness? These are the
questions that made Robert Bernatowicz set off on
one of the most interesting journeys of his life, the aim
of which was to answer these questions. He toured
the world many times and talked to thousands of
people, collected hundreds of thousands of pages
about the encounters with the "unknown". After 25
years, he decided that the material he collected allows
for putting unusual but surprising theses on such
matters as "man, goal of life or God". He will talk about
all this during his lecture.

Source: https://www.facebook.com/rzezniaszczecin/
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